
CEO / PRESIDENT / FOUNDER
WHEELCHAIR BODYBUILDING, INC.
At the age of 16, Nick Scott was an ordinary teenager with an 
interest in athletics, when a near-fatal traffic accident changed 
life as he knew it… forever. After the accident, Nick became over-
weight and discouraged, but somehow found the 
determination, mindset and personal strength to 
transform his life from a debilitating tragedy 
into a personal triumph. Now he uses those 
hard-won insights to help others awaken 
the beast within themselves and achieve 
their personal goals.

IFBB PROFESSIONAL
WHEELCHAIR 
BODYBUILDER
Nick has guest posed and 
competed in more than two 
hundred and fifty bodybuilding 
events globally since March 2006. 
The crowning achievement of 
his career was on March 19, 2011, 
when he won the overall title 
at the 2011 NPC Wheelchair Na-
tionals, which were held in Palm 
Beach Gardens, Florida. By 
doing so, he was able to earn 
the IFBB Pro Card for 
wheelchair bodybuilding. 



> IFBB Professional Wheelchair Bodybuilder
> Professional Wheelchair Ballroom Dancer
> 2-Time World Powerlifting Champion
> Award-Winning Actor
> Published Author

As a professional speaker, author, professional 
bodybuilder, wheelchair ballroom dancer, and Busi-
ness Entrepreneur, Nick Scott uses his enthusiasm, 
vision, convictions, abilities, and life experience to 
reach out, to inspire and give hope to others, espe-
cially those unaware of the personal strength they 
can tap into if only they will believe and try. Nick’s 
sheer strength of will has helped transform thou-
sands of individuals – from professional athletes 
to senior executives – as well as organizations and 
corporations across the country. Nick inspires oth-
ers to break through to new levels of peak perfor-
mance and success.

WHAT’S THE
ONE THING 
YOU GAIN 
WHEN YOU 
LOSE 
EVERYTHING? 
PERSPECTIVE!

He also earned the WBFF Pro Card on July 18, 2009, in Atlanta, 
Georgia. Nick is the only wheelchair bodybuilder globally that hold 
two different professional wheelchair bodybuilding card from two 
bodybuilding organizations. Thus, far, this feat has not been repli-
cated by any other athlete

Another major achievement in Nick’s life was on August 16, 2014, 
when he took the first place at the 2014 Dallas Pro in Dallas, Tex-
as. He managed to dethrone the Undefeated Amateur & IFBB Pro-
fessional Wheelchair Bodybuilder. The undefeated champion had 
been a pro bodybuilder before he was involved in an accident. The 
accident forced him to turn to wheelchair bodybuilding.

> Master Trainer Certification
> Elite Trainer Certification I
> Elite Trainer Certification II
> Personal Trainer Certification
> Fitness Nutrition Certification

> Fitness / Exercise Therapy Certification
> Senior Fitness Certification
> Youth Fitness Certification
> Strength and Conditioning Certification
> International Certified Personal Trainer

FITNESS EXPERT



PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER
Nick Scott has been a Professional Speaker since 2005 and has given 
over 1,000 keynote speeches in 48 states and 8 countries.

Leading by his personal example that it is okay to be your-
self, regardless of how different or unique you are, Nick 
is bringing a new path and a more clear vision through 
his speaking engagements with Business Groups, High 
Schools, Universities, Corporations, Non-Profits and many 
other groups and organizations, rather than just target-
ing the fitness world. Nick believes that he can accomplish 
more by targeting the mainstream on a bigger scale and 
achieve the same goals, while at the same time touching 
the hearts of even more people.

Vested in helping others, Nick Scott speaks honestly from 
the heart of his passion, combined with expert knowledge 
and personal experience. He blows people away with his vi-
sion, ambition, and the speed at which he implements his 
philosophies and ideas. 

SUCCESS IS NOT A DESTINATION; SUCCESS IS THE JOURNEY!
For Nick, settling for anything less than his best, giving up or quitting is not an option; it is 
simply not part of his personal equation for success. “

Nick Scott is a signed athlete, spokesmodel, and spon-
sored athlete or fitness model for multiple companies. 
He travels the world over representing the name of his 
sponsors, as well as working at tradeshows of different 
types. At one of these events, the 2009 Arnold Sports 
Festival, he was fortunate enough to meet Aubree Mar-
chione, an expert in wheelchair ballroom dancing. In 
May 2009, Nick charted new territory when he teamed 
up with Aubree and went on to become the Atlantic 
Coast Champions and the Heart of America Champi-
ons. 

They soon became the undefeated number one wheel-
chair ballroom dance couple in the United States. Ex-
actly one year after they met, Nick and Aubree were one 
of six couples in the world chosen to perform live at the 
2010 Arnold Sports Festival for Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
Nick and Aubree became the first couple in history to 
represent the U.S. at the World IPC Wheelchair Dance 
Sport Championships in Hanover, Germany.

PROFESSIONAL BALLROOM
DANCER







Heroes come in different shapes and sizes, but what 
they all have in common is a big heart. Nobody I know 
has a bigger heart than Nick Scott. The other thing all 
heroes have is an unshakeable desire to reach their goal. 
In that respect, Nick has risen to the rank of super hero. 
Not a fictional movie character, but a real life super hero. 
Somebody we can all believe in.”
- Barry Morrow / Oscar Award-Winning Screenwriter

“

Talk about inspiration!  Wheelchair 
Bodybuilding! Tell me your excuse for not 
workout out today?
- Arnold Schwarzenegger

“
Nick’s Presentation was absolutely amazing and inspiring 
from the moment he came on the stage, he captivated 
his audience from the moment he entered the stage and 
never lost their interest. What an amazing story.  You just 
have to see it to believe it.
- Randy Paul / Coordinator of TOPS Organization

“



CREDENTIALS
Entrepreneurism & Education

 > CEO / President of Wheelchair Bodybuilding, Inc.

 > Global Promoter of Wheelchair Bodybuilding

 > Master Trainer (ISSA)

 > Real Estate Investor

Leadership and Motivation:

 > Motivational Speaker

 > Award-Winning Actor

 > Published Author

 > Professional Model

Athletic Achievements:

 > Paralympian

 > 2-Time World Powerlifting Champion

 > Professional Wheelchair Bodybuilder

 > Professional Wheelchair Ballroom Dancer

A catalyst in person transformation, with positive 
energy and unstoppable passion, Nick Scott 
delivers a message so powerful, it ignites the body, 
mind and spirit. At 16, a near fatal car accident left 
him paralyzed. Overweight and disparaged, Nick 
Scott was determined to transform his life from a  
debilitating tragedy into a personal triumph.

Today, Nick Scott is a professional speaker and author, 
who has a remarkable list of accomplishments, founder 
of Wheelchair Bodybuilding, Inc., a 2-time World 
Powerlifting Champion, Professional Wheelchair 
Bodybuilder, Professional Wheelchair Ballroom 
Dancer, a Paralympia and more! With a mission 
to instill the “can do” spirit in everyone he meets, 
Nick Scott transform lives across the globe with his 
inspiring story and powerful charisma.

NICK SCOTT MOTIVATES 
AUDIENCES TO DREAM 
BIGGER THAN THEY EVER 
THOUGHT POSSIBLE 
Finding just the right speaker can seem 
like an overwhelming challenge. You want 
someone who can appeal to all members 
of your audience, challenge them to go 
beyond their self-imposed limita-
tions, and motivate them with 
a powerful personal journey. 
That’s why so many corpora-
tions, schools, hospitals 
and meeting planners 
are turning to Nick Scott 
bring his uplifting story of 
self-renewal and growth 
to their events.

SPEAKER 
TOPICS

 > Peak Performance

 > Communication

 > Team Building

 > Execution

 > Strategy

 > Success

 > Diversity

 > Overcoming Adversity

 > Personal Growth

 > Self Esteem

 > Motivation

 > Inspiration

 > Entrepreneurship
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